
IN MEMORY OF OUR
FRIEND AND COMRADE

ZACK PATTERSON

he Forces of Oppression
now have many names:
Capitalism, Imperialism,
Colonialism, and Fascism.
In the years since the

Third Reich, they have re-
designed and sharpened their

model of deception. They furiously and effec-
tively attack the psyche of the proletarian
from multiple angles at once. They have con-
vinced us that nationality, religion, language,
race, gender identity, sexual orientation, and
numerous other aspects of the human condi-
tion define us antagonistically—at odds both
with ourselves and other people. The oppres-
sors intentionally restrict certain qualities of
life inwaysthat impactonlyus,makingusfeel
isolated. They do this to all of us at once. As I
write this, they are trying to chip away at our
recently activated solidarity by attacking the
rights of trans people, of the disabled, of the
poor,andoftheruralproletarians, inaneffort

to take the focus away from the rise of Black
Americans against police brutality. They
want us to see these issues as unrelated, as
separate, so that our solidarity deteriorates.
We, now more than at any time in the last six-
ty years, must be the vanguard and make sure
our fellow proletarians understand that we
are all in this together; and together we shall
rise.

Before we can effectively do this, however,
we must understand the conflict that lies
ahead. Our oppressors have evolved beyond
the simple fascist beasts battled by our ideo-
logical ancestors. Where our forebearers
slewdragons,wenowfaceahydra.Thishydra
draws together all historical forces of oppres-
sion (Capitalism, Imperialism, Colonialism,
and Fascism), and snaps at our lives with its
many mouths. We must now combat these
heads simultaneously. If we do not, the hydra
will simply repair whatever damage is done,
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regrowing one severed head by feasting upon
the others. This oppressive, cannabalistic
structure most clearly appeared after the
American Civil War with the lease of prison
labor. Because slavery had been abolished
and slavocratic production had been taken
from the early capitalists—but the proto-
fascist institution of white supremacy had
never been genuinely challenged (Lincoln
himself was a white supremacist; see the Lin-
coln-Douglas Debates)—individual states
were allowed to immediately begin imple-
menting laws that were specific to freed
slaves (see: Mississippi Black Codes). Thus be-
gan the mass incarceration of Black Ameri-
cans, utilized, in part, to continue the ex-
ploitation of forced labor at only slightly
more of a cost to the capitalist class than the
previous costs of slave-ownership. This his-
torical turn negated, almost entirely, all pre-
vious material progress made by the aboli-
tionist movement while at the same time re-
inforcing the burgeoning capitalist class.

Material circumstances like these present a
unique challenge to the individual, and to the
proletarian movement more generally, be-
causewemustwatch ineverydirectionasthis
history continues to strike at us wherever we
are weakest.

Now, more than ever, we must disrupt the
narratives of the fascists who call our escala-
tions destructive and barbaric, as well as the
narratives of the liberals who cry out for rec-
onciliation, peace, and electoral reform. Ne-
oliberalism decries any discourse that does
not focus exclusively on electoralism and re-
form, as if we still do not have thousands of
refugee children held indefinitely in danger-
ously inhumane detention camps; as if the
homeless and houseless have not been all but
forgotten by society during this pandemic; as
if the houseless numbers aren’t about to grow
by multitudes in the coming months as land-
lords begin evicting wage laborers who have
been significantly impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic; as if healthcare is not
restricted for a significant portion of the

working class; as if I could possibly list all of
the active injustices foundational to Ameri-
can society. The fascists, the liberals, and the
oppressors want nothing more than for the
proletariat to focus on singular, putrid heads
of the hydra, instead of stabbing the heart of
the damned beast from which the oppressors
scavenge their personal comforts.

Comrades, now is the time for unity. Now is
the time for the various American socialist
andcommunistparties,whichhavelongbeen
shattered and scattered by institutional
mechanisms like McCarthyism and COIN-
TELPRO, to put aside their individual
prides, their egos, their insistences that their
interpretations of their own theoretical ten-
dencies are the only correct interpretations;
we must unite under one singular red banner.

We must do this so that we can help the
American working class to break the chains
and to destroy once and for all the global
tyrant that is American Imperialism. For the
second time in all of American history we
communists have a chance to become a true
beacon of justice and equality; but, first, we
must work to pry America’s boot from the
neck of the Global South. For without the
support of American Imperialism, fascism
will crumble under our masses worldwide.

Rise, comrades,andunite, forthetimethatwe
have awaited and speculated upon for a cen-
tury has now come.

Zack Patterson

1987-2021

Zack—a war veteran, a communist, and a
fierce advocate for racial equality and anti-

imperialism—submitted this piece of writing
to us shortly before taking his own life. Rest in

power and in peace, Zack. We will miss you
dearly.
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